THERMAGLIDE® INSULATED ROLLER GARAGE DOORS

www.thegaragedoorcompany.ltd.uk

Thermaglide® has been manufactured for over 25
years. Our technology and expertise has resulted in the
continuing success of Thermaglide® throughout that
time and will continue long into the future.
Our team of fully-qualified employed engineers can
offer you high quality, affordable and stylish garage
doors to complement your home.
The wealth of knowledge and skills our dedicated teams
of installers provide is unrivalled and as our focus is on
offering a fantastic customer experience, we have a
great reputation for excellent customer care.

No other door is quite like Thermaglide®
Thermaglide® takes the concept of the roller garage door to a new level. It
out-performs the ordinary garage door for ease of use, insulation, finishes,
safety and security plus all doors are manufactured under ISO 9001 quality
guidelines.
Two designs are available - the Thermaglide®77 which is the ultimate in
remote control luxury, and the ultra-compact Thermaglide®55, the solution
for tight spaces, which is available in the remote control version.

Part of your Home

Safety Conscious
The safety of our products is paramount. Your driveway can be a busy place the safety of your garage door may be the last thing on your mind - with the
Thermaglide® range safety is built in. The sensitive safety edge and motor load
monitoring circuitry quickly detects obstructions, stopping and reversing the door.

Thermaglide® is designed to give thermal and
acoustic insulating properties much higher than
the average garage door.
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1. Manual Override
A connector and crank handle are supplied as standard, so your door can be
opened, from inside, even during a power cut.
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Thermaglide® roller garage doors operate vertically,
rolling into a compact coil within the garage, above
the opening. Not only does this mean you can park

3. Control System
An interior light that is controlled by an in-built timer unit is provided within
the self contained control box.

5. Safety Edge
Supplied as standard. At the bottom edge of your door is an emergency sensor which
will stop and reverse when the door is in operation, if it senses an obstruction.
6. Alarm
The option of a 90+ decible alarm is available.

Foam filling in the door curtain plus high performance
weather sealing ensures good insulation - perfect if
you want to use your garage as a work/play room or
your garage is under a bedroom.

Convenient, Automatic

2. Headroom
The option of either a full box or a half box (as shown) provides flexibility in those
instances where headroom maybe an issue.

4. Guide Rails.
Guide rails made from aluminium profile with a polyester finish.

right up to the garage door, but valuable space is not taken up
inside your garage which could be used for storage.
Roller doors are suitable for garage openings of all shapes and
sizes even arched doorways. With remote control as standard,
operation couldn’t be easier and the built-in courtesy light will
guide your way.

Extremely Secure
The combination of side runners and auto-positive locking
with anti-lift geometry locking straps makes Thermaglide®
extremely secure. Our garage doors are fully automated so
there is no lock to pick or force! Rolling code technology in the
control system ensures criminal “code grabbing” is eliminated.

Unrivalled Peace of Mind
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10 YEAR WARRANTY
EXTERIOR FINISH*

*see website for full terms and conditions
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5 YEAR WARRANTY
MOTOR*

*see website for full terms and conditions
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2 YEAR WARRANTY

MANUFACTURE DEFECTS*
*see website for full terms and conditions

All Thermaglide® doors are CE marked, building regulations compliant and conform to: BSEN13241-1:2003.
Insist on CE marked products for your own peace of mind - we won’t supply anything that isn’t!
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THERMAGLIDE 77
®

The Ultimate Choice

Security as Standard

Because it rolls tighter than other roller doors,
Thermaglide®77 takes up less headroom when open - just
270mm for most door heights (300mm for doors supplied
with a box cover). This, coupled with very compact side
runners means that the Thermaglide®77 offers a wider
and higher drive-through opening, which gives you much
more room to manoeuvre and means maximum storage
space inside your garage.

The combination of side runners and auto-positive
locking with anti-lift geometry locking straps makes
Thermaglide® extremely secure. Our garage doors
are fully automated so there is no lock to pick or force!
Rolling code technology in the control system ensures
criminal “code grabbing” is eliminated.

ARCHED
DOORWAY

compatible with
both 77 & 55

Thermaglide®77 installed behind an arched top garage

MORE
LIGHT WITH
VISION
SLATS

Thermaglide®77
Anthracite Grey

Thermaglide®77 including vision lath option

Practical High Performance

LOW
MAINTENANCE
POLYESTER
WHITE
RAL 9016

BEIGE
RAL 1019

MOCCA
RAL 8019

CREAM
RAL 9001

BLACK
RAL 9005

BROWN
RAL 8014

BURGUNDY
RAL 3004

ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

RACING GREEN
RAL 6009

ROSEWOOD

BLUE
RAL 5011

BLACK
RAL 9005

BLUE
RAL 5011
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ROSEWOOD

Vertically opening doors

•

Fully automated with no exterior lock to pick or force

•

Fits garage openings of all shapes and sizes,
even arched openings

•

Rolling code technology helps prevent criminal
‘code grabbing’

•

Made in compliance with ISO 9001 quality standard

•

Optional emergency opening system

•

Fully enclosed side runners and unique ‘AutoLock’
self-locking feature

•

Hard wired and wireless safety systems available

•

Alarm also supplied as an option

MOSS GREEN
RAL 6055

Please refer to notes on colour
on page 5.
MAHOGANY

•

GOLDEN OAK

HIGH GRADE
WOODGRAIN
LAMINATE
ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

Remote control comes as standard for effortless operation. The door is practical too - vertical travel allows “park right up”
convenience inside and out and provides maximum drive through width and height for MPVs and 4x4s, gaining up to 150mm in
width when replacing a conventional door and frame. It also allows the door to fit garage openings of all shapes and sizes.

Notes on Colour: Door guides and boxes are available in colours matching the door curtain, except laminate door colours, (supplied in white). Coloured guide
rails are supplied as standard, however, they may not match the lath colour. The manufacturing process for the lath profile results in a textured finish, whilst
all other coloured items (guides, bottom laths, optional fascias and vision panels) are supplied in a satin finish, so cannot be guaranteed to match exactly.
Over time some scuffing may occur on the front and rear surfaces of doors as a result of their normal operation. Accuracy of colours shown is limited by
printing process. Please note that the colour of the bottom lath may vary slightly from the rest of the door.

GOLDEN OAK
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ARCHED
DOORWAY

The difference is in the detail.

compatible with
both 55 & 77

THERMAGLIDE 55

NEW

®

TOUGHENED
ANTI-LIFT
LOCKING
STRAP

Thermaglide®55 installed behind an arched garage

The Compact Choice

Security as Standard

Looks Good Inside Out

Where headroom in your garage is especially
tight, the Thermaglide® 55 has all the features of
the Thermaglide® 77 but requires only 205mm of
headroom and is available up to 2.8 metres wide
and 2.4 metres high.

The slim profile of the 55mm deep lath rolls tightly and can be fitted to
the exterior front face of the garage when space is particularly restricted.

All the features - only smaller!

Thermaglide®55 is the door that looks good inside out.

Better still, the lath has horizontal profiles detailing both faces so doors
fitted externally have the same attractive detailing as those fitted internally.

The door can be fitted to the exterior front face of the garage, the
ideal solution for flat roof garages with no internal headroom.

SAFETY
SENSOR

INSULATED
LATHS

All finishes, with the exception of Golden Oak and Mahogany, can
be fitted externally.
optional
90dB
ALARM

The Thermaglide® Insulated Roller

MORE
SPACE

Garage Door offers you the

internally and
externally

VISION
SLATS

option available on
Thermaglide®77
only

Ultimate in Versatility

Polycarbonate clear glazing option is available
on a proportion of the door curtain on the
Thermaglide®77 only.

LOW
MAINTENANCE
POLYESTER

BLUE
RAL 5011
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WHITE
RAL 9016

MOCCA
RAL 8019

BLACK
RAL 9005

BURGUNDY
RAL 3004

RACING GREEN
RAL 6009

CREAM
RAL 9001

BROWN
RAL 8014

ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

ROSEWOOD

GOLDEN OAK

Notes on Colour: Door guides and boxes are available in colours matching the
door curtain, except laminate door colours, (supplied in white). Coloured guide
rails are supplied as standard, however, they may not match the lath colour.
The manufacturing process for the lath profile results in a textured finish, whilst
all other coloured items (guides, bottom laths, lock laths, optional fascias and
vision panels) are supplied in a satin finish, so cannot be guaranteed to match
exactly. Over time some scuffing may occur on the front and rear surfaces
of doors as a result of their normal operation. Accuracy of colours shown is
limited by printing process. Please note that the colour of the bottom lath may
vary slightly from the rest of the door.

MANUAL
RELEASE

EXTERNAL
FITTING
AVAILABLE
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THERMAGLIDE® INSULATED ROLLER GARAGE DOORS FROM THE GARAGE DOOR COMPANY
Birmingham Showroom
293 Harborne Lane • Harborne • Birmingham B17 0NT
T 01216 471787 F 01216 476450

Newcastle Showroom
Unit 6 Dutton Court • Chainbridge Road • Blaydon NE21 5ST
T 0191 9171565 F 0191 4476059

Brighton Showroom
Unit 2 Newtown Bus Park • Newtown Road • Brighton BN3 7BA
T 01273 964596 F 01273 227306

Nottingham Showroom
571-573 Nuthall Road • Nottingham NG8 6AD
T 0115 9423252 F 0115 9423258

Bristol Showroom
Unit 1 & 2 Albert Crescent • St Phillips • Bristol BS2 0SU
T 01173 701973 F 01179 770875

Plymouth Showroom
Unit 13 Burrington Bus Park • Burrington Way • Plymouth PL5 3LX
T 01752 907816 F

Leeds Showroom
Sheepscar House • 87 Roseville Road • Leeds LS8 5DT
T 0113 2448500 F 0113 2448800

Reading Showroom
Unit 3 The Micro Centre • Gillette Way • Reading RG2 0LR
T 01189 874000 F 01189 212999

Leicester Showroom
Ratby Lane • Leicester Forest East • Leicester LE3 3LG
T 0116 2395665 F 0116 2395379

Sheffield Showroom
125 Matilda Street • Sheffield S1 4QG
T 0114 2722500 F 0114 2788500

Luton Showroom
Unit 5-9 North Luton Ind Est • Sedgewick Road • Luton LU4 9DT
T 01582 568808 F 01582 568805

Southampton Showroom
Unit 3 Second Avenue Business Park • Southampton SO15 0LP
T 02380 704141 F 02380 705151

Manchester Showroom
Kingston Street • Stockport • Cheshire SK3 0EA
T 0161 4290001 F 0161 4290101

Opening Times
Mon-Fri 8.30am till 5.30pm – Sat 10am till 4.00pm

Email us
E info@thegaragedoorcompany.ltd.uk
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